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Abstract

MET

Current state-of-the-art systems for joint entity relation extraction (Luan et al., 2019; Wadden et al., 2019) usually adopt the multi-task
learning framework. However, annotations for
these additional tasks such as coreference resolution and event extraction are always equally
hard (or even harder) to obtain. In this work,
we propose a pre-training method E N PA R to
improve the joint extraction performance. E N PA R requires only the additional entity annotations that are much easier to collect. Unlike
most existing works that only consider incorporating entity information into the sentence
encoder, we further utilize the entity pair information. Specifically, we devise four novel
objectives, i.e., masked entity typing, masked
entity prediction, adversarial context discrimination, and permutation prediction, to pretrain an entity encoder and an entity pair encoder. Comprehensive experiments show that
the proposed pre-training method achieves significant improvement over BERT on ACE05,
SciERC, and NYT, and outperforms current
state-of-the-art on ACE05.
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Figure 1: The network architectures and objectives of
BERT and E N PA R. Our work introduce an entity encoder and an entity pair encoder. MLM = masked language model, NSP = next sentence prediction, MET
= masked entity typing, MEP = masked entity prediction, ACD = adversarial context discrimination, PP =
permutation prediction.

Introduction

Joint extraction of entities and relations is a fundamental task in information extraction, it aims to
extract entities and relations with a unified model.
Current approaches (Luan et al., 2019; Wadden
et al., 2019) usually adopt the multi-task learning
framework that optimizes many objectives simultaneously, including entity recognition, relation
extraction, coreference resolution, and event extraction. However, as large-scale manually labeled
data required by these methods is unavailable in
many domains, their applicability is severely restricted. Therefore, we expect to catch or even
surpass the multi-task based joint models with less
annotation cost. Compared with the annotations of
coreference resolution and event extraction, entity

annotations can be easily obtained through automatic NER annotation tools (e.g., spaCy 1 ). In this
paper, we focus on improving the model’s performance with just extra entity annotations.
Although pre-trained models, like BERT, have
shown impressive performance in many downstream tasks, they have mainly two limitations
when applied in the joint entity relation extraction task. One is that currently pre-trained objectives are insufficient for this task. Specifically,
these commonly used universal pre-trained model
(e.g., BERT) do not consider the entity-related
knowledge that is crucial for better extracting entities and relations. The other is that these models only provide pre-trained representations for
tokens and sentences, but not entities and entity
pairs. To obtain the representations for entities
and entity pairs, additional parameters that are not
pre-trained are introduced in the fine-tuning stage,
which may futher impair the joint extraction performance.
To address the first limitation, recent several
works try to incorporate entity-related information
1

https://spacy.io/
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into pre-training objectives. Zhang et al. (2019)
fuses heterogeneous information from both texts
and knowledge graphs and proposes a denoising entity auto-encoder objective based on BERT.
Sun et al. (2019c) presents two knowledge masking strategies in the pre-training stage (entity-level
masking and phrase-level masking). Both of them
utilize extra entity annotations (i.e., entities in
knowledge graphs and automatic entity annotations, respectively). In this paper, we follow this
line of works and build a large-scale entity annotated corpus using the spaCy NER tool.
For the second limitation, we propose E N PA R,
a pre-training method customized for entity relation extraction. E N PA R consists of an underlying
sentence encoder, an entity encoder, and an entity pair encoder. Compared with BERT (Figure
1(a)), the proposed entity encoder and entity pair
encoder directly provide representations of entities and entity pairs. To train the three encoders,
we devise four novel pre-training tasks: masked
entity typing, masked entity prediction, adversarial context discrimination and permutation prediction (Figure 1(b)). In the first two tasks, we randomly mask some entity words and then predict
the masked tokens and the entity type. These two
tasks are natural extensions of the masked language model. To learn a better entity pair encoder, we draw inspirations from the denoising
auto-encoder (Zhang et al., 2019) and propose the
last two tasks. Specifically, when the entity pair
or its context in a sentence are perturbed, we hope
that the entity pair encoder is capable of tracking
such changes. We employ the parameter-sharing
method for these four tasks and train these objectives jointly.
To sum up, our main contributions are as follows 2 :
• We introduce an entity encoder and an entity
pair encoder to incorporate not only the entity
information but also the entity pair information,
which were ignored in current universal pre-trained
models.
• We propose four novel pre-training tasks that
help to learn the proposed encoders. These tasks
only require additional entity annotations (with
commonly used entity types), which can be automatically generated by public annotation tools,
such as spaCy NER.
2
Source code and pre-trained models are available at
https://github.com/Receiling/ENPAR.

• We conduct comprehensive experiments and
demonstrate that the proposed method achieves
significant improvement on ACE05 and NYT
dataset and is comparable with the state-of-the-art
on the SciERC dataset.

2

Approach

Given an input sentence s = x1 , . . . , x|s| and
a set of entities E (automatically annotated) in
s, E N PA R is to encode each entity e ∈ E and
each entity pair (e1 , e2 ) into a contextual representation vector. As shown in Figure 2, E N PA R
is composed of a shared Transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017), an entity-level CNN followed by
an MLP (multi-layer perceptron), a context-level
CNN followed by an MLP, and the last MLP.
In the pre-training stage, we optimize E N PA R
with four objectives, namely, masked entity typing, masked entity prediction, adversarial context
discrimination and permutation prediction. These
pre-training objectives can integrate rich entityrelated information into the proposed network.
After pre-training, we can easily fine-tune the pretrained network for entity relation extraction task.
2.1

Pre-training Network Architecture

In this section, we will introduce the overall E N PA R architecture in three parts: the sentence encoder, the entity encoder, and the entity pair encoder.
Sentence Encoder As previous pre-training
models (U NI LM, BERT, and XLM), we also apply the multi-layer Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017) as the basic sentence encoder for obtaining
the contextual representations hi for each token in
the sentence s. The output of multi-layer Transformer is computed via:
{h1 , . . . , h|s| } = Transformer({x1 , . . . , x|s| })
The word representation xi of xi follow that of
BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), which is a sum of the
corresponding token, segment and position embeddings.
Entity Encoder For each entity e ∈ E in the
sentence s, the corresponding contextual entity
representation he can be obtained by employing
a CNN (a single convolution layer with a maxpooling layer) followed by an MLP on vectors
{hi |xi ∈ e}, as shown in Figure 2(a).
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Figure 2: Entity encoder and entity pair encoder based on a shared sentence encoder. Both share the entity-level
CNN with MLP, and entity pair encoder contains a context-level CNN with MLP.
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Figure 3: Two objectives to learn enhanced representation of single entities.

Entity Pair Encoder For each entity pair
(e1 , e2 ) in the sentence s, to obtain the corresponding contextual entity pair representation he1 ,e2 , we
extract two types of features. The first is the features regarding words in e1 , e2 , and the second is
the features regarding contexts of the entity pair
(e1 , e2 ). For features on words in e1 , e2 , we use
the output of entity encoder, namely, he1 and he2 .
For context features of the entity pair (e1 , e2 ), we
extract three feature vectors by looking at left context words, middle context words and right context
words of the entity pair (e1 , e2 ). Similar to entity encoder, we compute three feature vectors by
employing another CNN followed by an MLP. Finally, we concatenate the five feature vectors into
a single vector. To get the resulting entity pair representation he1 ,e2 , the single vector was fed into
another MLP, as shown in Figure 2(b).
2.2

Pre-training Objectives

We design four pre-training objectives to guide
E N PA R to absorb more entity-related knowledge,
which is particularly important for entity relation

extraction task. The four objectives can be divided into two groups: the first two objectives
are to enhance the representations of single entities, and the latter two objectives are to enhance
the representations of entity pairs. These objectives are trained jointly (simply sum the objective
functions). Our pre-training objectives are based
on a dataset with entity annotation, which can be
obtained through the public annotation tool. For
instance, PER(“Obama”), ORG(“Labour Party” )
were annotated by spaCy NER, and PER, ORG are
entity types (there are 18 entity types).
Masked Entity Typing (MET) In this task,
we simply mask some entity words at random,
and then predict the corresponding entity type3 .
For instance, given a masked word sequence
“x1 , [M], [M], x4 ”, to predict the masked entity
type (e.g., PER), we first use the entity encoder
to extract the contextual masked entity representation, and then predict the entity type. The objective is to minimize the cross-entropy loss computed using the predicted entity type and the original entity type, as shown in Figure 3(a).
Masked Entity Prediction (MEP) This task is
similar to the masked LM in BERT and is identical to the entity-level masking in (Sun et al.,
2019c). Specifically, we randomly choose some
entity words in the sentence, and replace them
with special word [M]. Then we feed their corre3

It is worth noting that the entity types annotated by
spaCy NER may be different from the entity types of downstream datasets.
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Figure 4: Two objectives to learn enhanced representation of entitie pairs.

• Swap entity e1 and entity e2 in the original sample E + ;

sponding output vectors computed by the sentence
encoder into a softmax classifier to predict the
masked entity word. The model is learned to recover the masked entity words, as shown in Figure
3(b). In short, both mask entity typing and mask
entity prediction encourage the model to learn the
information of single entities.

• Shift the entity e1 few positions (ns ) to the left
or right.
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Adversarial Context Discrimination (ACD)
Given an input sentence s with an entity pair
(e1 , e2 ), we regard it as a positive sample E + =
(s, e1 , e2 ). According to E + , we can generate a
negative sample E − = (s0 , e1 , e2 ) that has a main
property: the context words and the order of context words w.r.t. the entity pair (e1 , e2 ) in E − are
minimally different from those in the original sample E + . If the entity pair encoder can characterize
the context words well, it should be able to recognize small context differences of the entity pair
between E + and E − . We refer to this objective
as adversarial context discrimination. The hinge
loss function was imposed into the positive sample
and corresponding negative samples to achieve the
goal. Specifically, as shown in Figure 4(a), we can
obtain a score using the entity pair encoder with an
MLP for each sample, then the hinge loss function
is computed via:


−
1 − MLP(h+
e1 ,e2 ) + MLP(he1 ,e2 ) + .
where [u]+ = max(u, 0) is the hinge loss and MLP
−
outputs a scalar value. h+
e1 ,e2 and he1 ,e2 are the
output of entity pair encoder for positive sample
E + and negative sample E − .
Here we introduce our strategies of generating a
negative sample E − = (s0 , e1 , e2 ) according to a

• Shift the entity e2 few positions (ns ) to the left
or right.
Permutation Prediction (PP) Given an input
sentence s with an entity pair (e1 , e2 ), the sentence
s was split into five parts, namely, left context, e1 ,
middle context, e2 and right context. If we shuffle
the five parts, does the entity pair encoder have the
ability to recognize it? Inspired by this question,
we propose an enhanced objective, named permutation prediction, to help to learn a better entity
pair encoder. Formally, let P be the set of all possible permutation of the fives parts, as shown in
Figure 5. Obviously, the number of all possible
permutations is 5! (|P| = 120). For each permutation p ∈ P, we first assign it a unique permutation class Np (1 ≤ Np ≤ 120), and then use the
entity pair encoder to extract the contextual entity
pair representation for predicting the permutation
class, as shown in Figure 4(b). The objective is
to optimize the cross-entropy loss computed using
the predicted permutation class and the gold permutation class. It is costly to consider all permutations. So we sample np permutations in practice
(we always include the correct permutation).
2.3

Pre-training Setup

In the pre-training stage, we directly optimize the
sum of the above four objective functions. Same
as U NI LM (Dong et al., 2019), we use gelu as
activation function. And the sentence encoder is
initialized with BERTBASE weights. We use the
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English Wikipedia 4 as pre-training corpus, which
has been processed in similarly as (Devlin et al.,
2018). The spaCy NER 5 was used to annotate
entities. After preprocessing the corpus, there are
nearly 820M words and 95M entities in the annotated input. We discard the sentences having less
than 3 entities for effectiveness, and only pre-train
our model for one epoch. The vocabulary size is
28996, The maximum length of the input sequence
is 256. For each entity, we replace the entity words
with [M] with probability 15%, randomly replace
other entity with probability 5% and keep the original entity words for the rest. Adam (Kingma and
Ba, 2014) with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999 is used for
optimization. The batch size is 512. The learning
rate is 5e-5, with linear warmup rate over the first
10% steps and linear decay. The dropout rate is
0.1. The weight decay is 0.01. It takes about 20
hours for 10, 000 steps using 1 Nvidia Telsa V100
16GB GPU.
2.4

Fine-tuning for Entity Relation
Extraction

In the fine-tuning stage, we adopt the same definition of entity relation extraction task as (Sun
et al., 2019a). The joint entity relation extraction task can be decomposed into three objectives:
entity span detection, entity typing, and relation
typing. Firstly, we treat the entity span detection as a sequence labeling task. We regard the
first sub-word’s output of the sentence encoder as
the token-level representation. Then we take the
token-level representation as the input to the softmax classifier and compute the cross-entropy loss
with respect to gold entity span labels. Secondly,
for each detected entity span, the entity classifier
uses the corresponding output of the entity encoder to predict entity type. For each detected entity span pair, the relation classifier uses the corresponding output of the entity pair encoder to predict relation type. Both the entity classifier and the
relation classifier are randomly initialized softmax
layer. Also, we adopt the cross-entropy loss for
these two tasks. Besides, all three objectives are
optimized simultaneously.
We only tune the hyperparameters on the
ACE2005 development set based on the joint performance of entity and relation, then apply the
same hyperparameters on the SciERC and NYT
4

Wikipedia version: enwiki-20190301.
5
The spaCy model is “en core web md” in version: 2.1.8,
which trained on OntoNotes dataset.

datasets. Scheduled sampling strategy (Miwa and
Bansal, 2016) and discriminative fine-tuning strategy (Howard and Ruder, 2018) are emploied in
fine-tuning. We kepp the same dropout rate as
pre-training (i.e., 0.1). The learning rate is 2.5e-5
with weight decay 0.01. We apply a linear warmup
scheduler over the first 20% steps and then linear
decay. We train our model with a maximum of 200
epochs with early stop strategy in a single Nvidia
GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU.

3

Experiments

We conduct experiments on three benchmark entity relation extraction datasets: ACE05, SciERC,
and NYT. For space limitation, we will mainly discuss the results on ACE05 and report basic results
on the remaining two datasets.
ACE05 The ACE05 dataset 6 that is a standard
corpus for entity relation extraction task annotates
entity and relation labels for a collection of documents. ACE05 contains 7 entity types and 6 relation types. We use the same data split and preprocessing of ACE05 dataset (351 training, 80 validating and 80 testing) as (Miwa and Bansal, 2016)
and (Sun et al., 2018).
SciERC The SciERC dataset 7 annotates entity,
coreference and relation labels for 500 scientific
abstracts from 12 AI conference/workshop proceedings. We only use the annotations of entities and relations. SciERC contains 6 scientific
term (entity) types and 7 relation types. We use
the same data split and preprocessing of SciERC
dataset (350 training, 50 validating and 100 testing) as (Luan et al., 2019).
NYT The NYT dataset8 is a large-scale corpus
which automatically annotates a collection of New
York Times news articles. NYT contains 3 types
of entities and 12 types of relations. The training set is automatically annotated by distant supervision. While the validation and testing data are
manually labeled by (Jia et al., 2019). We choose
the latest version of NYT released by (Jia et al.,
2019).
Evaluation. As previous works (Miwa and
Bansal, 2016; Sun et al., 2019a), we evaluate the
6

https://github.com/tticoin/LSTM-ER
http://nlp.cs.washington.edu/sciIE/
8
https://github.com/PaddlePaddle/models/tree/develop/
PaddleNLP/Research/ACL2019-ARNOR/
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Model
Sun, 2019a
Li, 2019
Luan, 2019?, ◦
Wadden, 2019 , ◦
E N PA R 

Entity

Relation

Relation
(exactly)

84.2
84.8
88.4
88.6
86.9

–
–
63.2
63.4
66.1

59.1
60.2
–
–
63.5

Table 1: Results on the ACE05 test data.  means
that the model uses BERT. ? means that the model
uses ELMo as token embeddings. ◦ stands for training the model with multi-task learning. E N PA R is the
proposed model fine-tuned on ACE05 dataset.

performances using F1 score. Specifically, an output entity is correct if its type label and head region
match with a gold entity, then an output relation is
correct if both its type and its two argument entities are all correct (i.e. exactly match). While
some previous works (Luan et al., 2019; Wadden
et al., 2019; Sanh et al., 2019) do not consider entity type in relation evaluation. Thus, we also report this result for comparison.
3.1

Entity

Relation

Relation
(exactly)

BERT
E N PA R

87.2
86.9

65.1
66.1

62.2
63.5

- MET
- MEP
- ACD
- PP

87.1
87.4
87.2
87.1

65.3
65.6
65.7
64.2

62.5
62.7
62.9
61.6

- CNN

87.1

66.0

62.9

Table 2: Results on the ACE05 test data in different settings. BERT is our model without pre-training,
which is initialized by BERTBASE and fine-tuned on
ACE05 dataset. “- *” is E N PA R without * task, where
∗ ∈ {MET, MEP, ACD, PP} ; “- CNN” means that
only loading parameters of the sentence encoder from
E N PA R, and the other parameters (i.e., the entity encoder and the entity pair encoder) are randomly initialized.

Results on ACE05

First, we compare the proposed pre-training
method with previous works in Table 1. In general, the relation performance of E N PA R significantly exceeds all existing models in two relation
evaluation criteria. Specifically, in exactly matching mode, our method achieves 4.4 points improvement compared with the LSTM-based GCN
joint model(Sun et al., 2019a) and increases by
3.3 points compared with the BERT-based QA
model(Li et al., 2019). Even compared to the
multi-task learning models based on BERT (Wadden et al., 2019), our method still achieves 2.7
points improvement on relation performance. Although the entity performance of our method inferior to the multi-task learning models (Luan et al.,
2019; Wadden et al., 2019), we believe that those
additional supervision signals such as coreference
and event information in the fine-tuning step may
cause the gap. Besides, they even consider all
spans and cross-sentence context, which are empirically beneficial to entity performance. However, even with the slightly inferior entity encoder
and lack of additional multi-task training data,
our pre-trained entity pair encoder still achieves
significantly superior relation performance, which
fully demonstrates the powerfulness of the proposed pre-training method.
Next, we evaluate the proposed pre-training

Model

Percentage
of Data

Entity

Relation

Relation
(exactly)

100%
75%
50%
25%
15%
5%

86.9
86.8
87.1
86.9
87.3
87.4

65.2
65.3
64.6
66.1
65.9
65.9

61.7
62.5
61.5
63.5
63.6
63.4

Table 3: Results on the ACE05 test data by varying the
size of pre-training data.

method with different settings. We have following
four detailed observations regarding the results in
Table 2.
• E N PA R (line 2) achieves superior relation performance (1.0 point and 1.3 points improvement)
and comparable entity performance compared with
BERT (line 1). This result demonstrates that the
proposed pre-training objectives inject more entityrelated information into the pre-trained model and
enhance the relation extraction performance.
• Overall, the entity performances of all models
fluctuate quite slightly (0.5 points). Interestingly,
“- MEP” (line 4) achieves the best entity performance though its relation performance is not the
best. The stable entity performance reflects that the
token-level information is likely enough for entity
recognition. Besides, the final training objectives
may bias entity objectives or entity pair objectives,
which leads to more improvement in relation performance than entity performance. Thus, we pay
more attention relation perfromance in this paper.
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Figure 6: Pre-training loss with respect to the number
of pre-training iterations.

• When any pre-training objective is removed, the
relation performance will decrease with varying
degrees. Particularly, “- PP” (line 6) drops the most
(both 1.9 points decline in two relation evaluation
criteria). This phenomenon just indicates the importance of the “PP” objective for the entity pair
encoder and relation extraction.
• We also try only to use the pre-trained weights
of the Transformer (sentence encoder), while the
other parameters are randomly initialized in the
fine-tuning step (line 7). The relation performance
of the “- CNN” slightly declines compared with
E N PA R, but it still outperforms BERT. This result
reflects that the sentence encoder has absorbed the
entity-related knowledge and can achieve more encouraging performance with the entity encoder and
the entity pair encoder.
Thirdly, we present the influences of pretraining data size (Table 3). In experiments, we
found the loss of the pre-trained model tends to
be stable after iterating 5k steps (about 25% of all
data), as shown in Figure 6. Table 3 demonstrates
that the performance of the pre-trained model was
quite competitive using 25% of pre-training data
9 , and more pre-training data does not further improve performance. There is a similar conclusion
on text classification (Sun et al., 2019b), which
performs within-task further pre-training. This
observation shows that the proposed pre-training
method does not require expensive training costs.
Finally, we examine the relation performance
with respect to different distances between entity
pairs (Figure 7(a)) and different the number of re9

In all experiments, we choose the number of pre-training
data, np and ns according to the performance on the development set during the fine-tuning step.

lations for each sentence (Figure 7(b)), and also
give some concrete examples to verify it (Table 4)
10 . Comparing with BERT, E N PA R is good at
handling long-distance relation dependencies and
interactions between multiple relations in a sentence. For S1, BERT does not detect the long
distance relation PHYS between “[barbara starr]”
and “[pentagon]” while E N PA R can handle it. For
S2, E N PA R identifies a relation PHYS between
“[charles]” and “[london]”, but BERT fails even
the relation PHYS between “[vladimir putin]” and
“[london]” was detected. It shows BERT does not
fully exploit the multiple relations in a sentence.
We attribute these results to the powerful representations learned by the proposed pre-training objectives.
3.2

Results on SciERC and NYT

SciERC The upper part of Table 5 shows the results of SciERC. Compared with BERT, E N PA R
achieves 0.5 points improvement on entity performance and 2.2 points (exactly match) improvement on relation performance. This result reflects
the effectiveness of the proposed pre-training objectives for entity relation extraction. Compared
with the previous state-of-the-art model (Wadden
et al., 2019), which is a multi-task learning model
based on BERT, E N PA R achieves superior entity performance and comparable relation performance without additional multi-task training data.
It worth noting that, the entities in the SciERC
dataset are different from our pre-training data.
Therefore, the entity encoder and the entity pair
encoder can encode contexts of entities rather than
only encoding information respect to specific entities. This property is desired as it means that we
could utilize any entity annotator.
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More detailed evaluations are in the Appendix A

S1

FAC:♥♣♠
. . . talk about what [barbara starr]PER:♥♣♠
PHYS-1:♥♠ was reporting from the [pentagon]PHYS-2:♥♠ .

S2

PER:♥♣♠
. . . [vladimir putin]PER:♥♣♠
PHYS-1:♥♣♠ was greeted by prince [charles]PHYS-3:♥♠ as he arrived in
[london]GPE:♥♣♠
PHYS-2:♥♣♠|PHYS-4:♥♠ today .

Table 4: Examples from the ACE05 dataset with label annotations from BERT and E N PA R for comparison. The
♥ is the gold standard, and the ♣, ♠ are the output of the BERT ,E N PA R respectively.
Entity

Relation

Relation
(exactly)

Luan, 2019?, ◦
Wadden, 2019 , ◦
BERT 
E N PA R 

65.2
67.5
67.4
67.9

41.6
48.4
46.0
48.0

–
–
34.3
36.5

BERT 
E N PA R 

92.7
94.8

50.8
54.4

49.3
52.6

Model

Table 5: Results on the SciERC test data (upper part)
and the NYT test data (bottom part).

NYT For entity relation extraction task, there
are no previous works on this dataset. We list the
BERT and E N PA R results in the same way as the
previous two datasets. For the bottom part of the
Table 5, we observe that E N PA R significantly outperforms BERT on entity performance and relation performance. This again verifies the effectiveness of our proposed pre-training method.

4

Related Work

Joint entity relation extraction is an important task
that has been extensively studied. One simple
method to achieve joint learning is through parameters sharing, which usually share some input embeddings or sentence encoders (Miwa and Bansal,
2016; Katiyar and Cardie, 2017). To further explore the interactions between the outputs of the
entity model and the relation model, many joint
decoding algorithms were introduced into this
joint task (Yang and Cardie, 2013; Li and Ji, 2014;
Katiyar and Cardie, 2016; Zheng et al., 2017; Ren
et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2018; Fu
et al., 2019). Besides, (Li et al., 2019) tackle this
task under the framework of multi-turn QA. And
(Sun et al., 2019a) conduct joint type inference
via GCN on a bipartite graph composed of entities
and relations. Recently, transfer learning (Sun and
Wu, 2019), multi-task learning (Sanh et al., 2019;
Wadden et al., 2019; Luan et al., 2019) were also
applied in this task. In this work, we investigate
the pre-trained model for entity relation extraction.

For simplicity, we restrict the joint model of parameters sharing, which can be easily extended to
jont decoding methods.
Pre-trained models (Yang et al., 2019; Dong
et al., 2019; Joshi et al., 2020) have made many
amazing breakthroughs on various NLP downstream tasks. Pre-training paradigm first pretrain networks with some pre-training objectives
on large-scale unlabeled text corpora, and then
fine-tune the pre-trained networks on downstream
tasks. These pre-training objectives determine the
knowledge absorbed by the pre-trained models.
For example, BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) adopts
masked language model and next sentence prediction to learn deep contextual representations and
the relation between two sentences respectively.
XLNet (Yang et al., 2019) uses permutation language model to learn bidirectional representations
with autoregressive model. U NI LM (Dong et al.,
2019) fuses three types of language model: unidirectional, bidirectional and seq2seq prediction.
However, these models and objectives all ignore
the entity-related information, which is crucial for
entity relation extraction task. Recently, there are
several public works that explore how to properly integrate entity inforamtion into pre-trained
models. Specifically, (Zhang et al., 2019) achieve
enhanced language representation by injecting informative entities in KGs into pre-training models. And (Sun et al., 2019c) propose two higherlevel masking strategies: entity-level masking and
phrase-level masking. In this work, we not only
integrate entity information, but also extend to entity pair information and learn more powerful representations for entities and entity pairs.

5

Conclusion

We propose E N PA R, a pre-training method customized for entity relation extraction only with additional entity annotations. Instead of only pretraining sentence encoder in universal pre-trained
models, we also pre-train an entity encoder and an
entity pair encoder. Then the proposed four objec-
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tives can incorporate entity and entity-pair knowledge into the pre-trained encoders to enhance the
encoders’ representations. Experiments on three
datasets demonstrate that E N PA R achieves comparable or even superior performances compared
with multi-task based joint models.
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Appendices
A

More Evaluations

Table 6 and Table 7 show the performances of
“BERT” and our “E N PA R” on each entity type
and relation type, respectively. For entity performance, “E N PA R” is almost the same as “BERT”.
However, for relation performance, we can find
“E N PA R” is superior to “BERT” on all relation
types except “PER-SOC” relation. The major
reason is “E N PA R” significantly improves recall
while keeping or sacrificing little precision.
Figure 8 and Figure 9 demonstrate the relation performances (exactly match) of “BERT” and
“E N PA R” in different situations. Specifically, Figure 8 shows the results with respect to the number
of entities for each sentence, while Figure 9 shows
the results with respect to the sentence length for
each sentence. In Figure 8, our “E N PA R” significantly outperforms “BERT” when the number of
entities in a sentence is more than 2. Similarly,
when the sentence length is more than 10, our
“E N PA R” is also superior to “BERT” as shown
in Figure 9. Both results show the powerful ability of “E N PA R” to identify relations in complicate sentences and long sentences. Moreover, it
also proves that the proposed pre-training objectives indeed prompt the model to learn entity related information, which contributes to improving
the relation extraction performance.
Entity Type

Model

P

R

F

WEA
(109)

BERT
E N PA R

75.9
79.0

78.0
72.5

76.9
75.6

FAC
(286)

BERT
E N PA R

77.9
78.1

75.2
76.2

76.5
77.2

VEH
(116)

BERT
E N PA R

80.9
80.9

80.2
80.2

80.5
80.5

LOC
(136)

BERT
E N PA R

72.4
70.6

77.2
79.4

74.7
74.7

PER
(2928)

BERT
E N PA R

91.7
91.0

92.3
92.1

92.0
91.5

GPE
(1013)

BERT
E N PA R

86.8
86.8

89.4
89.9

88.1
88.3

ORG
(817)

BERT
E N PA R

77.6
77.3

77.0
75.8

77.3
76.5

Table 6: The entity performance of “BERT” and
“E N PA R” for different entity types on ACE05 test data.
The numbers in the first column are counts of entities.
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Relation Type

Model

P

R

F

ART
(146)

BERT
E N PA R

60.4
64.1

39.7
45.2

47.9
53.0

PART-WHOLE
(175)

BERT
E N PA R

57.1
55.6

57.7
56.6

57.4
56.1

PER-SOC
(73)

BERT
E N PA R

75.0
73.1

74.0
78.1

74.5
75.5

PHYS
(278)

BERT
E N PA R

61.4
60.1

48.6
54.7

54.2
57.3

GEN-AFF
(99)

BERT
E N PA R

66.2
63.6

45.5
49.5

53.9
55.7

ORG-AFF
(354)

BERT
E N PA R

78.9
78.4

71.8
72.6

75.2
75.4

Table 7: The relation performance (exactly match) of
“BERT” and “E N PA R” for different relation types on
ACE05 test data. The numbers in the first column are
counts of relations.

0.675
0.650

F1 score

0.625
0.600
0.575
0.550
0.525
BERT
EnPaR

0.500
2

3

4∼5
6∼8
9 ∼ 11
#entities for each sentence

≥ 12

Figure 8: The relaiton F1 score (exactly match) with
respect to the number of entities on ACE05 test data.

0.72

BERT
EnPaR

0.70
0.68
F1 score

0.66
0.64
0.62
0.60
0.58
0.56
1 ∼ 10

11 ∼ 20 21 ∼ 30 31 ∼ 40 41 ∼ 50
the sentence length of each sentence

≥ 51

Figure 9: The relaiton F1 score (exactly match) with
respect to the the sentence length for each sentence on
ACE05 test data.
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